
User Impersonation select widget

Widget Use
Renders a results table with a search of all the users who are in an account the current authenticated user is assigned to or a rep of

Example of Widget Use

Following is an example of the widget in use:

Where can the Widget be placed?

The widget can be used in the following templates:

User Impersonation Select Page

Widget Options

Option Use Comments Available 
from 
Version

Description A short description of the widget's use. We recommend this field be updated so the widget's purpose is clear at a 
glance from the template page.

All

Layer The layer the widget is valid for. The  allows for the content to be shown to specific layering technology
audiences.

This is handy if the content is only valid for a certain type of user, or if the 
same widget is required for more than one audience, but different 
configuration is needed.

The widget can be added to the zone more than once and the layer feature 
can determine which audience can see each widget. 

All

Account Search 
Placeholder

The placeholder text found in the search bar The should give context to the user as to what types of data they can search 
reference when searching through users

All

User Email Title The title of the email column in the results table All

http://cvconnect.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/KB/pages/9637935/Layers


User First Name Title The title of the First Name column in the results 
table

All

User Surname Title The title of the Surname column in the results 
table

All

Default Redirect 
Home?

Upon impersonation redirect to home All

Use Role Based 
Redirect?

Upon impersonation consider roles for redirect 
path as defined in AccountSelectPageRedirect 
on the role

All

Also show users the 
logged in user is a 
rep for?

Extend the list of results to also include users 
that are linked to the authenticated user by rep 
code

Available in 
version 4.41
+

Switching User 
Processing Label

All

Related help

User Impersonation

https://cvconnect.commercevision.com.au/display/KB/User+Impersonation
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